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About This Content

The modern and reliable Class 220 ‘Voyager’ comes to Train Simulator, as seen speeding through the west of England on cross
country services.

The four-car diesel-electric high speed multiple units were introduced to service in 2001 to replace ageing HST sets and loco-
hauled services on cross country routes between Bristol and York. ‘Voyagers’ were originally operated by Virgin Trains until the
cross country route franchise was transferred to Arriva CrossCountry in November 2007 when most of the ‘Voyager’ fleet was

transferred with it.

Today, all 34 trainsets operate exclusively on the CrossCountry network with a 125mph (200 km/h) top speed and a range of
approximately 1,350 miles (2,170 km) between refuelling stops.

The Class 220 ‘Voyager’ for Train Simulator recreates the trainset as it currently operates for CrossCountry in the West of
England. Available in Arriva CrossCountry livery, standard DMSL, MSRMB, MSL and DMFL coaches are included, alongside

a passenger view.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the CrossCountry Class 220 ‘Voyager’ on any
Quick Drive enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically

for the  The Riviera Line: Exeter-Paignton  route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).
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Three scenarios for The Riviera Line: Exeter-Paignton route:

Back on the Rails

Troublesome Voyager

Voyager of the Rails

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Class 220 ‘Voyager’ in Arriva CrossCountry livery

DMSL, MSRMB, MSL and DMFL coaches

Passenger view

Quick Drive compatible

Scenarios for The Riviera Line: Exeter-Paignton route

Download size: 181mb
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Title: Train Simulator: CrossCountry Class 220 'Voyager' DEMU Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 15 Jan, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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Not really a bad game so to speak, just borning. I gave up on it pretty fast. At least I got it on sale for pretty cheap. Might try it
again and see if it was just a bad day or something.. for what the game has now works good no lag ultra settings.
edit
pc spec I7 7700 7 th gen 16 gig ram nvidia geforce gtx 1070 8gig memory

the game is dead, no updates so what you buy is what you get. This game isn't even worth writing a real review.
Every other negative review gets it about right.. WOW. Awful. Right off the bat it just throws creatures at you. Wouldn't let me
reload.
Not a recommended indie game in any way.. A criminal on the run from the police, you escape into an old apartment complex.
You fall through the glass roof and land hard. Your flashlight is broken, your ankle is sprained. What else could go wrong? You
somehow turn on your flashlight, to see a door. You walk through, unknowing the danger that awaits you...123 Slaughter Me
Street is probably one of the best horror games I've played. You thought FNaF was bad? You haven't played this...As you walk
down the long hallway, trying to protect yourself from the puppets left there, your always on the edge of your seat! The controls
are actually pretty unique. You don't have to even touch the mouse, it's all keyboard here. It's up to your reflexes and a fair dose
of luck to make it past all 7 floors. Like it was said before, the flashlight is broken, so sometimes it won't turn on when you
press the button. So, you have to press space...A lot. The graphics are nice to look at, plus, the atmosphere is actually pretty
spooky. Now, the question remains...Can you make it out alive? Or be slaughtered trying...
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actual garbage. you can't even do what you are supposed to do... shoot ppl. the recoil gives me seizures and the graphics
(although they are nice) are complete trash (they keep glitching). controls are alright, but still pretty bad. After playing Count
Lucanor, another awesome game by Baroque Works, I found out about Yuppie Psycho being in development and looked
forward to its release.

And boy was it worth it! The music, characters, and art are pretty cool (specially that beautiful anime-styled pixel art and the
gorgeous animations!) and the story was really entertaining overall.

There's tension and funny moments galore and it's an enjoyable game from beginning to end. The only bad thing about it is that
the game is kind of short and I just wanted to keep going and going.

Hoping for more content, DLCs or expansions, or a sequel even someday!. This is actually one of my new favorite strategy
games. I have the board game too although this version i like much more as i dont have to constantly check the rules. Too bad
out of 50 games, about 20 of them ran into game breaking bugs where you just cannot continue and your locked into a screen
and have to close the game and reboot to continue. Gets old after a dozen times of rebooting. Great game though. Hope they
patch it soon.. I thought this game deserved another review from an inconspicuous source.
Super Stone Legacy is a fun hybrid of Rogue-lite\/Dungeon Crawl\/Hack and Slash styles that should please any fans of
similar games. It is immediately easy to grasp the feel of the characters (I got to level 5-3 on my first shot) and the controls
are intuitive. The graphics and gameplay have a nice retro feel and it's fun to encounter new bosses and enemies as you
progress further into the game. This is one of the better, more arcadey style of games in this genre currently on steam.. Edit
as of Nov 1st:
The devs are listening which is a huge brownie point in my mind and a way a once bad game can go good.

I jumped back into the game today to see what's been changed\/added and here is what I found.

There is still no options screen in game, there is the tiny window prior to booting up but I had crashes when trying to play the
game in full screen on my rig (i7, GTX 970, 16GB RAM).

The graphics have changed quite a bit it looks and feels better than it did when I first looked into the game, even sounds
better. Still found a couple of bugs?

Buying this for Multiplayer, WAIT! Don't buy this unless you have friends to play with. If you want a single player game
where you can just mindless shoot at things after learning the map and icons go for it. It's not that bad single player wise and
I can actually say I was having fun in it as apposed to last time when NOTHING happened now things are happening.

Seeing as its selling both Single and Multi for full price I'm going to say No still because you're paying full price and only
getting Single unless as I said above, friends. If they take out Multi-player and work on that out of the game and lower the
price by 1-2 USD I would say yes to this game.

TLDR; Unless you have friends don't buy for multi no one, not enough playing. Single player can be fun. No Options menu
in game but has small window one prior to game booting.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I hope the dev(s) listen to people.

I bought this game because it was an FPS and well I suck at FPS but I like to mess with them from time to time. When you
load you have it windowed to your set specs or fullscreened. When you get into the game you're greeted by a 4 button menu
(Single Player, Multiplayer, Options and Exit) now only two work can you guess which two?

First thing I noticed in the game is yes I got a great FPS count (60+) but the second I swung my mouse to look about I felt like
my mouse had become a snail. Moving around was smooth and quick but rotating your character was annoying unless you
were away from the buildings and moving. For some reason when I wasn't near the buildings and\/or sprinting my mouse
was bland to rotating and looking behind me. (If you guessed the Option menu was working you'd be wrong) The mouse
sensitivity needs addressing, I'm in the states and I've played with people in Europe and Asia before on their servers. Yes ping
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can cause LAG but it has nothing to do with the sensitivity of the mouse.

"Realistic setting" doesn't have invisible walls, ladders you cannot climb, and fences higher than you that you can jump with
one jump.

What you should have done is give away about 50-100 keys to people who wanted to alpha\/Beta test this game that live all
over the world with all different computer specs. Then make a closed group here on steam for people to be invited to that get
a key and they post their feedback on what needs to be taken out or put into the game, bugs they find and how they feel it
runs. I've done this for a number of games, I browse the upcoming and sim the discussions to see if the dev is looking for
testers. 50\/50 do I see an indie dev doing this.

Yes it was 3:30a and I was the only person playing so I have no idea if my FPS would drop under 60 if there were more
people actually playing and shooting all around.

Also PLEASE do not ask people for their areas to put them into the game before there is even an Option section working in
game. I know a lot of left handers have gotten used to gaming like a right hander but key binds need to be something in the
game as does FOV and Mouse sensitivity.

TL;DR - If you want to check this game out buy it play it and thank god for steam refunds if things dont get sorted.
---Reviewed on Aug 14--- (Putting date in on chance of updates and I don't get around to updating this in a timely manner if
I still own the game). If you can't be bothered to proofread (or hire a proofreader) for your game that has a large amount of
text then why should I be bothered to play it?. I LOVE this game but I honestly can't reccommend it until the developers
implement a new save system or fix the rampant crashing. Game crashes at cutscene cues, when defeating a boss, when going
to sleep, and worst of all, when returning to the castle, the place you go to save the game! Everything else about this port is
great, 60fps feels fantastic, and turning off post-processing fixed any visual issues I had with the game, as well as my frame-
rate.

So yeah, please have Durante come and work on this game one last time, have him implement some sort of extra save system
as a fallback. Either save-states or an auto-save system like Dark Souls would do the trick. If you can fix the crashes, all the
better.. Played for a little bit, it was okay.
[literally]. If anybody is crying about "Where's Hellboy?!" then they are simply misinformed. If you get this, you'll get
Hellboy when he's released on PC. However, he's not currently out on PC at the time that this review is written.

EDIT: He's here now. He's worth the wait. Wonder if the Neg reviews will reverse now, or if they're too lazy.. Night Alone is
one of my favorite game ever and I was scared that this game would not be as fun, but boy I was wrong. This game is, like
the first one, a master piece.

10 out of ♥♥♥♥ing 10
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